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Silence can be a plan
rigorously executed
the blueprint to a life
It is a presence
it has a history a form
—Adrienne Rich, “Cartographies of Silence”

Introducing Silence

The meteoric rise of the Anthropocene as a

device for thinking through the slow, ongoing
ecological disasters that mark the current period
speaks to a pervasive catastrophism within politi
cal and ecological praxis. The Anthropocene oper
ates as a call to action: it describes a series of com
plex emergencies that require urgent response on
unimaginable scales (Zalasiewicz et al. 2010).
From the truncated timelines of climate change
to the vastness of the Sixth Great Extinction
(Kolbert 2014), the Anthropocene is an epoch of
heroic activity.
The calls to ecological heroism—the injunc
tion to recreate humanity as a global steward (Stef
fen et al. 2011) or the calls to engineer the earth
(Lynas 2011)—have not gone uncontested. But
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whereas much of the current debate on the concept of the Anthropocene
takes issue with the locus of human capacity for geological agency (Crist
2013; Haraway 2015), we question the call to action itself. If action here des
ignates a project to “save the world,” or at the very least sustainably manage
it, we contend that radical politics in the Anthropocene needs to turn to
silence—what Adrienne Rich reminds us can be “a plan”—as an overlooked
component of ethico-political thought. Indeed, we would suggest that the
Anthropocene forces us to think silence, to work through the tensions it
introduces into political life in the contemporary moment.
Cognizant of the indistinct nature of silence as a concept, we want to
explore its constituent role as an element of political praxis. Specifically, if
the political challenge of the Anthropocene is how to constitute the world
among the ruins of the Holocene, silence suggests a means of breaking with
the concept of the global environment as a unitary space of human species
action and engendering a series of “other worlds” through the practice of
commoning. Taking up a particular articulation of commoning that draws
on the autonomist perspective associated with the US collective Midnight
Notes and the UK-based journal the Commoner (De Angelis 2010; Line
baugh 2008; Midnight Notes Collective 1992), as well as through feminist
(Mies 2014; Federici 2004) and postcolonial critiques (Spivak 1988; Tuck
and Yang 2012), we contend that various forms of silence, when put to the
task of commoning, can offer a useful approach to making other worlds
within the Anthropocene.
Taking our cue from accounts of the Anthropocene that posit it as the
expression and outcome of specific modes of accumulation—transforma
tions of capitalism (Dyer-Witheford 2015), reorganizations of so-called nature
(Moore 2015), and the renewal of modes of colonial violence (Lewis and
Maslin 2015)—we propose that silence is a crucial, if overlooked, aspect of
commoning. In particular, we argue that staying with the “trouble” of the
Anthropocene (Haraway 2015) brings silence to the fore as a means of dis
rupting the allied processes of accumulation at work across these three sites.
This is not because silence is any one thing: silence is not a singular practice
to be taken up. Nor is it because all three are intimately bound up in the var
ied histories of the Anthropocene. Rather, it is through these three sites that
silence most clearly troubles the call to heroic action that characterizes
Anthropocene discourse. We contend that by troubling the binaries of active/
passive and culture/nature, silence produces the grounds for commoning in
the present moment.
After setting out accounts of both commoning and silence as operative
concepts, we turn to the regime of production referred to as cognitive capital
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ism, employing the writing of Paulo Virno and Franco Berardi to explore the
conditions of an age in which mental and social affects and activities are
repurposed as labor processes. Here we develop the account of silence as
praxis: as a refusal of communicative labor within cognitive capitalism. We
argue that the refusal to participate or to speak disrupts existing modes of
political and social agency that reproduce cognitive capitalism and its associ
ated regimes of governance.
Turning to the mobilization of silence as a means to overcome human/
nonhuman binaries through commoning, we then focus on Anthropocene
ecologies. Here silence is understood as a means for becoming attentive to,
and making space for, more-than-human forms of life. We are particularly
concerned with asking how silence might help to expand commons beyond
human interactions and experiences, into building relations across species
boundaries. This attention to what is often ignored or made invisible by cap
ital and the Anthropocene is further expanded in our next section, where
silence is tied to the politics of representation through the violence of colo
nialism. We show how silence can be used to push against the dominant
regimes of speech as protest, engagement, and response, at the same time as
silencing the possibilities of who is heard, under what circumstances, and
how. At stake in the capacity to be seen and heard is more than just the
capacity to act against the existing world: it is a matter of enduring the
Anthropocene within neo/settler colonial regimes and the ruins of global
capitalism (Povinelli 2011).
Across these three sites it is the ambivalent nature of silence—as con
junctive absence and presence, excess and lack, activity and passivity—that
provides a source of friction that we feel appropriate to the current milieu. In
each of these three instances silence is posed as central to a multispecies,
intersectional project of commoning. However, silence is not presented as
one immutable concept or method: indeed, as much as silence is crucial to
resisting the brutalizing effects of global capitalism, so are visibility, speech,
and presence. We would suggest that it is precisely within the contested ter
rains where silence appears as impossible, as an abdication of responsibility,
or as a refusal of politics, that it assumes its most significant valence.
Commoning
In this essay we pursue the commons as a specific orientation to re/produc
ing more-than-human relations. This counterposes the reading of the com
mons as a universalist human condition or shared substance that opposes,
underlies, or enables both contemporary capitalism and anticapitalist revolt
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(Hardt and Negri 2009; Žižek 2009) and as a mobile concept to be detached
from particular ways of laboring in the world (Berlant 2016). Taking up the
work of Peter Linebaugh (2008), we contend that commoning is always a
situated practice.
To emphasize the situated nature of commoning is not to speak of
commons as though they were a natural resource. Following Linebaugh, we
can articulate four characteristics of commoning as a practice. First, com
moning is always embedded in a particular ecology. The “law of the land” is
no sovereign law but more akin to the experimental scientist’s obligation to
follow the world as set out by Isabelle Stengers (2009). It is a question of ask
ing what working within an ecology requires. Second, commoning involves
particular labor processes. Common rights are labor rights, not property
rights insofar as within a commons one works the land and does not hold it
as a possession. Third, commoning is always collective. Here we would add
that the laboring collective is never merely human, but always more-thanhuman, involving animals, plants, resources, objects. Fourth, commoning is
defined in opposition not only to both state and capital but also to their tem
poralities (Linebaugh 2008: 45).
As an oppositional practice, commoning is grounded in refusal. Silvia
Federici (2012: 145) argues that “no common is possible unless we refuse to
base our life, our reproduction, on the suffering of others.” The refusals and
withdrawals of commoning are therefore “the first line of resistance to a life
of enslavement” (145). However, commons are neither universal nor evenly
distributed. The material grounds for commoning in the Anthropocene are
shaped by the legacies of capitalism and colonialism, requiring recognition of
the heterogeneity and incommensurability of people, experiences, and situa
tions. Commons thus necessitate sustained, experimental engagements with
translation and translatability, with “the coloniality of power and the resulting
geopolitics of knowledge” (Mezzadra 2015: 217), as well as with the violence
inherent to such processes (Solomon and Sakai 2007). The shift to regimes of
cognitive capitalism also calls for a critical engagement with commoning
insofar as such constituent practices risk producing nonmarket resources to
be plundered by capitalist processes. As Massimo De Angelis (2010) argues,
“Capital, too, is promoting the commons in its own way.” Furthermore, while
commoning calls for a working with the more-than-human world, it in no
way guarantees an expansion of the political community to include morethan-human agents and lives. Commoning thus requires a deep engagement
with the refusals of the more-than-human world, not only in order to make
the space to common but also to deepen the process of commoning itself.
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In this essay we instigate three propositions on silence as commoning.
Rather than ask who should be silent, we establish silence as attentiveness to
when one is being forced to speak, as a means for knowing when worlds
require listening to, and as a matter of refusing to be recognized. We suggest
that all three be considered as variations on the theme at the heart of the
commons: namely, how do we make spaces to create other worlds?
Silence as Practice
In a political context, silence has largely designated the evacuation of agency,
voice, and power, as ACT UP’s Silence = Death declaration in the 1980s pow
erfully illustrates. It has been associated with repression, a tool to enforce
what is heard and what remains inaudible—“to be silenced”—and as a
betrayal, a remaining silent or holding secret when it is disingenuous to do
so: white silence in the face of police murder of black people, indigenous peo
ples, and people of color. The connotations of oppression, coercion, and cow
ardice are entangled in the histories of silence as a political response. As such,
silence has most conventionally been framed as passive and neglectful.
The theorizations of refusal and negation within much autonomist
Marxist praxis trouble this identification of the political with the active (in
action, in speech); this is seen principally in the form of the strike, where
labor is interrupted, slowed, or stalled. The autonomist politics of refusal are
not bound to the Arendtian politics of action, where politics works to con
firm a political identity or human community. Rather, the novelty of the
theorization of refusal within autonomist thought is that it constitutes a
political practice precisely because it is grounded in the denial to reproduce
the worker as an identity (Negri 1991). In refusing to reproduce oneself as a
worker, one throws capital into crisis, as the latter requires that a worker
both work and be reproduced as a worker (Federici 2012).
Feminist scholars such as Federici (2004, 2012) and Maria Mies
(2014) have extended these insights by articulating how reproductive labor
forms a key site of struggle against capitalist value production. Political activ
ity not only is constituted as the refusal to maintain or produce a particular
public identity but contests the very divisions of the public and private, repro
duction and work that make politics possible. Such contestation forms the
basis for feminist critiques of the dyadic pairings of male/politics/active ver
sus female/nature/passive (Plumwood 1993). Bringing together the work of
Federici, Mies, and Val Plumwood, it could be argued that the very constitu
tion of the political has historically depended on the hierarchical pairing of
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active/passive insofar as passivity has laid the grounds for the exploitation of
women, those colonized, and the more-than-human worlds.
While refusal and silence are often theorized as the “first step” in a
constituent moment (Holloway 2005), we are more interested in exploring
what it would mean to stay with silence—to refuse the formation of silence
as inaction as opposed to speech as action. This means taking it in its excess
and its absence and holding fast to the moment of refusal as a moment of
commoning. In doing so we emphasize that silence is not simply one thing
or another, but many things, sometimes contradictory, sometimes confus
ing. At times, the act of speaking is a radical one; speech is necessary to
become not only visible but also representable. Because of this, a certain
level of analytical care is needed since the particularity of silence means that
it does not manifest loudly or clearly but exists in between. To that end we
join silence with commoning in order to produce a grammar of silence. Just
as commons are always particular commons, silences are always specific
silences. How someone, or somebodies, should be silent, when, for what—
these are questions resolvable only in the instance when silence is called for.
The question of silence within cognitive capitalism, the extinction of the
more-than-human world, and resistance to persistent and renewed forms of
neo/colonialism all speak to particular spaces where silence can act as a
commoning practice in the face of anthropogenic violence.
Cognitive Capitalism
One of the strongest contributions of recent autonomist Marxist thought is
the articulation of how language and autonomous activity form part of the
basis for capitalist accumulation and neoliberal governance. This is exempli
fied in the work of Virno (2004, 2008), who contends that many of the quali
ties “traditionally” associated with political and creative activity have come to
be subsumed into capitalist production. For Virno, human capacities such as
intellect, language, and emotions now operate as the foundations for capital
ist accumulation, with “attitudes of the mind gain[ing] primary status as
productive resources” (Virno 2004: 201).
At a time in which “social culture, contrasting imaginaries, expecta
tions, and disappointments, loathing and solitude, all enter to modify the
rhythm and pace of the productive process,” as Berardi (2007: 58–59) puts it,
a refusal to enunciate interrupts the rapid translation, representation, and
appropriation of political and social energies and alliances within neoliberal
paradigms. When participation is called for at every moment, when subjects
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are continually called on to speak, to say what “we” want or how “we” feel,
the question of silence presents itself as an act of refusal and sabotage. The
key orientating question here is not so much “who should be silent” but
“when are ‘we’ forced to speak.” Such a question illuminates those arrange
ments where silence can be most effective in undermining both capitalist
accumulation and the managerial governance of the state.
Silence as an act of sabotage may also apply to radical political calls to
action. Writing about the contemporary Left, Berardi (2011) criticizes the
attachment of activism to forms of mobilization and activity, which he iden
tifies as locked to past modes of political activism. While for Berardi this
provocation to withdrawal is tied to the collapse of modernist systems of
organization and collectivity (and thus to the exhaustion of the very possibil
ity of politics), the point he makes folds into a broader argument on how
common spaces, publics, and communication designate new terrains of con
temporary production and the formation of laboring subjects (De Angelis
2010). Developing the argument further, we would suggest that withdrawal
on this terrain is not a sign of failure or defeat but rather marks the limit of
Arendtian notions of the political. Whereas Berardi sees activity and speech
as seamlessly caught in a web of post-Fordist production and hence silence
as the limit of political action, in returning to the early themes of autonomist
Marxist praxis we can see such moments of “passivity” as part of a longer
genealogy of refusal where acts of passivity (refusals, go-slows, wildcat
strikes with no clear demands) function as positive negations by workers
(Wright 2002).
A denial of speech outwardly is thus not a denial of agency, power, or
self-determination—in fact it may function as reclamation of the parame
ters of political constitution in a nonfigurative sense. Writing about the 2011
London protests in the wake of the racist police shooting of Mark Duggan,
Peter Fleming (2013: 628) commented on the striking power of the protest
ers’ “withdrawal from the machinery of dialogue.” This was not an evacua
tion of sound from those participating, argued Fleming, but rather a strate
gic dismissal of the pressure for explanation. For Fleming, the protesters’
refusals to offer cohesive justifications of their aims, demands, and leaders
suspended any kind of engagement with, and legitimation of, official dis
course. While narratives of the events proliferated in the media, the refusal
to form into easily definable groups, or to testify, was a way for participants
to negate categorization by government and “expert” bodies. Refusing to
participate in the labor of communication was thus a refusal to participate in
the regimes of communication endemic to capital. For Fleming (2013: 629),
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the refusal of outward demands indicated a “post-recognition politics.”
Denial of speech in this sense was not a wholesale refusal of collective com
position per se. Rather, it was a means to challenge modes of participation
and communication and forge other forms of social composition grounded
in silence. It was the absence of participation, the absence of speech, that
itself constituted the commons of ungovernability.
As in the protesters’ outward silence, where cognitive capitalism trans
forms the grounds of the polis—language, action—into regimes of work, the
autonomist notion of refusal suggests a means for breaking from this confla
tion, for building different kinds of resistant constellations. It is this differ
ence that, given the role of human exceptionalism in creating the material
condition of the Anthropocene (Crist 2013), is fundamental to a reorientation
toward the commons as the grounds for another life, one additionally atten
tive to the more-than-human participants in the construction of social worlds.
Quiet Earth
While much Anthropocene discourse focuses on humanity, one of the key
markers of this new epoch is the erasure and silencing of vast numbers of
more-than-human beings. The extinction of other-than-human life makes for
a quiet earth. Calls to act against the ecocidal violence of humanity are pref
aced by injunctions to pay attention: to see, listen, and feel the dyings (Kolbert
2014). However, attentiveness demands silence. Silence, in this way, is one
method for tracing encounters across human and nonhuman life-forms.
Silence in Anthropocene ecologies does not denote an absence of
humanity—it is not a call to return to the wild or some prehistorical state.
We recognize that such a state is only ever the product of violent “clearings”
or works of enclosure that drive people out of the territories they inhabit.
Rather, it works as a mode of active listening, one designed to draw the morethan-human “background” (Plumwood 1993) into the foreground of
thought. That is, it is a means of partially undoing the modernist labor of
producing “nature” as a passive object. As such, this approach applies as
much to the edgelands that weave through and around urban centers as it
does to unfelled forests or unpopulated coastlines. The use of silence to fore
ground these more-than-human processes that are often taken for granted
can play an active role in commoning with the more-than-human world.
Commons are made—they are particular regimes of production that
require the activity of a range of actors as well as earth processes. The role of
silence is to push to the front the more-than-human and inhuman processes
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with which one will common. To work a field of crops, to graze, to forage: all
of these processes call for attention in order to see and hear ecologies unfold
and move. Silence as a foundation of observation of the more-than-human
and inhuman worlds has been often codified in a range of horticultural and
craft practices (Papadopoulos 2014), where care rather than appropriation
forms the basis of a working-with the world (Puig de la Bellacasa 2012).
Exemplary here is the practice of permaculture, a system of agriculture uti
lizing a philosophy of “working with rather than against nature; of pro
tracted and thoughtful observation rather than protracted and thoughtless
labor; and of looking at plants and animals in all their functions” (Mollison
1991: 8). Permaculture starts with an extended period of observation—of
silence—in order to see the relationships and patterns at work within a par
ticular ecological environment.
Yet while silence is necessary to common, the Anthropocene as a
silencing of the more-than-human world compels us to ask another set of
questions. What would it mean to take the extinction of more-than-human
forms of life seriously in themselves? What would it look like to consider
within political thought how current rising sea levels affect the erosion of
sand and mangrove populations, which in turn diminish and move the habi
tats of sea life on which island economies are reliant? How does silence
enable a decentering of modernist notions of “humanity” and a troubling of
the heroic narrative of the Anthropocene?
The work of Bernie Krause (2013) illustrates the role human silence
can play in enabling the reconstitution of more-than-human ecologies.
Krause’s work as an acoustic ecologist maps how human activity—logging,
highways, pesticides, and aircraft traffic—drowns out the sounds of the
more-than-human world. Krause emphasizes these sounds, naming the spe
cific chorus of calls, songs, and noises of a particular ecology as its biophony.
The biophony of any given ecology is a central aspect of how an ecology orga
nizes and reproduces itself. As a space of more-than-human communica
tion, it forms the basis for complex communities, knitting together series of
relationships and distinct acoustic niches. When this soundscape is dis
rupted, the ecology degrades, leading to an unraveling of more-than-human
forms of life. The breakdown in the biophony contributes to the long dyings
of extinction. Krause documents not only the unravelings of life that take
place through the disruptions of biophonies but also how they can recover
when humanity absents itself from an environment. His recordings suggest
that our silence can operate as a means of making space for other forms of
life to flourish.
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In this context, the struggle to exist stretches the concept of what
Angela Davis (2014) calls an “intersectionality of struggles,” insofar as it
challenges the implied sense that intersectional struggles converge around
common concerns. Commoning at the edge of the extinction of the morethan-human world does not necessarily produce singular or coherent com
munities that include us. Rather, in considering how to build relations across
otherness, without assimilating difference or demanding equivalence, com
moning at the borderlines of extinction suggests the need to vacate space as
a means to allow other worlds to flourish.
In other words, silence not only works to create the space to pay atten
tion, to be attentive to what the world obliges subjects and bodies to do in
order to common, but also crucially enables the more-than-human world to
flourish on its own terms. The risk of positing silence solely within the frame
work of human commoning starting from within the ruins of modernity
(and its attendant notions of “humanity”) is that the instrumentalist logics of
Anthropocene discourse that celebrate breeding zoos and wildlife preserves
is reproduced. This is a logic, it need be noted here, that also functions to rein
force the dyadic parings of male/politics/active versus female/nature/passive
(Plumwood 1993) and as such reinforce the patriarchal and colonial ordering
of the Anthropocene through a specific production of nature. In contrast,
then, the question of silence here is: How is the world being drowned out, and
how can we make the space for the world to speak without us?
Commoning as a situated practice reminds us that there is no guaran
teed common ground to resistance. An ethical comportment within the
commons must leave space for nonaffirmation, for changing temporalities,
for disagreeable desires, and still find some means of discovering collective
stakes and being alongside one another. This includes inventing ways of
attending to the “shadows of that which does not have, cannot have or does
not want to have a political voice” (Stengers 2005: 996).
1610
Defining the commons as materially situated suggests the need to be atten
tive to the uneven grounds of commoning: who can common, under what
circumstances, and to what extent. There is a growing body of literature
exploring the intersection between cognitive capitalism and neo/colonial vio
lence, particularly as it relates to the technosphere’s production and mainte
nance (Dyer-Witheford 2015). Beyond the violence it imposes on bodies, ecol
ogies, and forms of life, however, the Anthropocene can itself be seen as an
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outcome of European colonialism, inscribing colonial violence in the plan
et’s geochemistry and atmospheric dynamics (Lewis and Maslin 2015; Todd
2015). Dating the “golden spike” of the Anthropocene to 1610, Simon Lewis
and Mark Maslin make the deliberate absence of colonized peoples the
marker of the current geological epoch. When faced with such a forced
silencing, how can silence as a necessary mode of commoning in the Anthro
pocene be maintained, especially when, in the context of neo/colonial vio
lence, it often denotes not only the destruction of whole peoples and cultural
legacies but also complicity with colonial forces? Moreover, how do we
engage with commoning as a practice when the ability to common is itself
an uneven product of five hundred years of colonial violence, dispossession,
and genocide?
The complex ways in which silence has operated within neo/colonial
spaces require us to pay attention to the activity of empowering speech as the
articulation of agency within politics (Spivak 1988). Yet while the subaltern
attainment of “voice” can be seen as critical for political equality, the acquire
ment of political recognition is not without its dangers. Aimee Carrillo Rowe
and Sheena Malhotra (2013: 2) argue that “the figure of the subaltern gaining
voice captures the political imaginary, shifting the focus away from the labor
that might be demanded of those in positions of power to learn to listen to
subaltern inscriptions—those modes of expression that are often interpreted
as ‘silence.’” No less problematic is the production of modes of representation
and communication that serve to reinforce neo/colonial governance
(Coulthard 2014). As Frantz Fanon (2005: 73) argues, in times of anticolonial
revolt the emergence of people willing to speak “in the name of the silenced
nation” is welcomed by the ruling bureaucracy “with open arms” as a means
of reestablishing control over an ungovernable populace. Silence is thus
ambivalent in this context, suggesting the need to ask not only who forces one
to be quiet and to disappear but also who would speak on one’s behalf.
Alongside the clear role for speech (and listening) in post/colonial con
texts, there is much de/colonial work that considers silence as an active and
self-determined stance against neo- and settler colonial regimes (Coulthard
2014); Simpson 2007; Tuck and Yang 2014). Silence considered as anticolonial
resistance manifests in a similar way as it does within the circuits of cognitive
capitalism—as a refusal to reproduce neo- and settler colonial social relations,
a refusal to be governable, or a refusal to participate in “development.”
The ability to be “heard” via representatives and to be governable often
hinges on how colonized peoples come to be counted. As such, it is the
refusal to be counted—via representatives, through direct participation in
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government programs or quite literally by refusing to be counted through
government census—that constitutes the basis for the active silence of colo
nized peoples. This is evidenced in the ongoing debates among the First
Nation peoples in the occupied territory of Canada over whether or not indig
enous peoples should vote in federal elections, with some contending that
participation in these elections undermines indigenous sovereignty and oth
ers proposing it as a useful tactic to secure better grounds for future negoti
ations (Coulthard 2014). As Judith Sayers (2015), former chief of the Hupa
casath First Nation, argues, “Why would you want to vote for a government
that continually imposes legislation and policies that do not provide for the
advancement of First Nations?” This suggests that to participate in choosing
a political representative as a First Nations person is in effect to choose an
“un-representative” to enact legislation and policies that actively undermine
not only the capacity of First Nations peoples to survive as indigenous but
also the very notion of autonomy inscribed in First Nations treaties itself.
The imposition of citizenship as well as destructive or assimilationist
policies often rests on synoptic mechanisms of measurement. In Canada the
collection of census data has had profound impacts on First Nations peoples,
and as such First Nations peoples have frequently resisted and refused to
cooperate with census takers. Such refusal has taken a variety of forms, from
physically absenting oneself during census counts (going “missing”), to
refusing to answer census questions and remaining silent, to driving census
takers out of indigenous territories (Hubner 2007). The refusal to be repre
sentable in this latter instance joins indigenous struggles against govern
ability to both peasant insurrections against census takers (e.g., Taylor 1979:
127) and broader revolts that posit a general ungovernability as found in
recent urban riots (Clover 2016).
It is here that the clearest link between the strategies of refusal within
the circuits of cognitive capitalism and anti- and decolonial struggles exists.
Participation, in both instances, risks incorporation. As such, commoning,
in the neo/colonial context, can appear as a potential site both of resistance
and of incorporation. Commons situated in the margins of urban peripheries
can function as nonmarket institutions that work to sustain involvement in
informal or formal waged labor, effectively enabling the reproduction of cap
italist social relations where capital is unable or unwilling to meet the cost of
reproducing labor power. As Federici (2015: 208) has pointed out, resistant
commoning and (particularly indigenous women’s) subsistence practices
developed to maintain relations of commons and evade the logics of com
modification have increasingly been monetized by nongovernmental organi
zations (NGOs) and the World Bank under the rubrics of sustainability and
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greenwashing. Similarly, analyses of the black radical tradition in Europe
and the United States emphasize how practices of commoning and coopera
tive organizing among black communities have been exposed to expropria
tion and marketization by racialized capitalism (Robinson 1983; Nembhard
2014). Commoning, in these instances, can work to reinforce regimes of
accumulation and governance rather than facilitate a break from such neo/
colonial orders.
The question then is how to common against such incorporations. Or,
perhaps more pointedly, the question might be: Are silence as refusal and
commoning as autonomy counterposed in this instance? Silence, in a colo
nial context, reminds us that de/colonization is not a metaphor; it is a ques
tion of territory (Tuck and Yang 2012). Silence here can denote a space of
action, a silent withdrawal through commoning as a means of retaking hold
of occupied land. There is a crucial element of commoning as reterritorial
ization, where reterritorialization is an antagonistic claim to land that frac
tures the conception of the earth as a globe. The heterogeneous temporalities
of anti- and decolonial commoning contest the “sense of planet” (Heise
2008) produced through the vast machines that catalog and chart the earth.
The object produced through these machines—the “global environment”—
is a means of pursuing modes of capitalist and neo/colonial governance that
seek to overcome the varied “frictions” of anti- and decolonial action (Tsing
2005). As commoning is always bound to the specific legacies and capacities
of the territories in which it is embedded, it is opposed to managerial notions
of the global commons, just as it is opposed to the representative politics of
NGOs and institutional political forms.
Perhaps one of the most manifest sites of conflict around the construc
tion of the global environment as an object of management is that of the
national park—often a site of “world heritage value” or of global importance.
Such places play a crucial role in conservation praxis as the mechanisms of
international biodiversity governance and hold a key discursive and symbolic
role in the production of the idea that there is a singular environment that
spans the globe. The creation of national parks—and with them the very
notion of wilderness that underpins much global environmental thinking—
is achieved through the dispossession of millions of indigenous and mar
ginal peoples, creating a reported 130 million “conservation” refugees (Sur
vival International 2014). Such projects of ecological cleansing do not go
uncontested: revolts in India have halted evictions of tribal peoples from a
number of wildlife reserves, and members of the Waorani tribe have violently
resisted eviction from Ecuador’s Yasuni National Park (Survival Interna
tional 2014).
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In this latter instance, commoning stands as a means of maintaining a
hold over a territory, as something that is destroyed through conservation
enclosures in order to make room for the kinds of picturesque “environments”
that populate narrations of the Anthropocene. From the Amazon to coastal
parks, it is the future visions of these spaces disappearing that form the affec
tive underpinning to Anthropocene tales of catastrophe. Commoning against
these conservation spaces joins with other modes of refusal to be governed as
a means of resisting the production of forms of global stewardship as champi
oned by supporters of the Anthropocene project (Steffen et al. 2011).
The refusal to be counted, to speak, joins with the refusal to make way
for national (and global) projects in a process of ungovernability. To withdraw
territory from the nation-state, or to contest the capacity of the nation-state to
govern territory via commoning, is a means of making silence into a de/colo
nizing device, one that works through the refusal of representation and incor
poration. By making territory and peoples unincorporable through silence,
de/colonial struggles are able to frustrate projects of neo/colonial governance,
opening the way for a reoccupation of their territories via commoning.
Conclusion
Faced with mass extinctions, runaway climate change, disappearing ice
sheets, and rising sea levels, silence at first glance manifests as a denial of the
Anthropocene, a refusal to respond decisively to the global environmental cri
sis. Yet the call to action, to heroically remake the earth through geoengineer
ing or to institute a form of global environmental governance, itself confuses
the substance of the Anthropocene with its resolution. The Anthropocene is
the expression and outcome of specific modes of accumulation—transforma
tions of capitalism, which are connected to the transfiguration of so-called
nature, and ongoing forms of colonial violence. It not only names a historical
event but signals an ongoing process that produces nature-as-object, on the
one hand, and an intrepid global agent—humanity—on the other.
Silence as a commoning practice refuses the heroic narrative that
underpins Anthropocene discourse and its logic of global stewardship. In an
epoch in which opinion, voice, and communication reach their velocity as
political response, silence assumes its most significant valence. The Anthro
pocene is the outcome of five hundred years of dispossession, capitalist accu
mulation, and neo/colonial globalization. The fabrication of the biosphere as
a global environment continues this project of incorporation to better man
age the earth. In this context, silence marks a refusal to reproduce existing
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Anthropocene social relations and becomes productive of the absence
required in order to make other worlds possible.
Commoning is the means here of both resisting and constituting oth
erwise against this global ordering. Silence enables commoning as it opens
space to produce other forms of life. The refusal to participate or speak works
to disrupt existing modes of governance, processes of capitalist accumula
tion, and the ordering of national territories. The refusal to be incorporable
and governable produces an absence of governance enabling commoning to
take place. At the same time, the silence produced through refusal chal
lenges human exceptionalism and holds space for the more-than-human. As
such, it creates the grounds for particular expanded notions of community or
alliance, bound to specific ecological processes and more-than-human
agents. Silence as a refusal to reproduce oneself as a worker, as a subject, and
as, ultimately, human allows for other autonomous forms of life and pro
cesses of social reproduction unhinged from the exhaustive governmental
projects of late liberalism (Povinelli 2011) to occur.
The practices of silence and commoning are not universally applicable,
nor are they grounded in a shared social condition. The material foundations
on which commoning takes place and the political logics into which silence
enters necessitate a situated application. There are times when commoning
reinforces accumulation, when silence equates with complicity and violence.
As liminal and precarious practices that engender the movement from one
social regime to another, there are times when commoning reinforces accu
mulation, when silence equates with complicity and violence. Thus, it is not a
matter of universal application. Rather, silence and commoning enter into
political calculus through the question of how to make space for other forms of
life or, perhaps finally, how to make the current regimes of life ungovernable.
Note
We would like to thank Sara Nelson, Bruce Braun, and Camille Barbagallo for their invaluable
comments on drafts of this essay.
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